Abstract. Emphasis in modern day efforts in mechanics of materials is increasingly directed towards integration with computational materials science, which itself rests on solid physical and mathematical foundations in thermodynamics and kinetics of processes. Practical applications demand attention to length and time scales which are sufficiently large to preclude direct application of quantum mechanics approaches; accordingly, there are numerous pathways to mathematical modelling of the complexity of material structure during processing and in service. The conventional mathematical machinery of energy minimization provides guidance but has limited direct applicability to material systems evolving away from equilibrium. Material response depends on driving forces, whether arising from mechanical, electromagnetic, or thermal fields. When microstructures evolve, as during plastic deformation, progressive damage and fracture, corrosion, stress-assisted diffusion, migration or chemical/thermal aging, the associated classical mathematical frameworks are often ad hoc and heuristic. Advancing new and improved methods is a major focus of 21st century mechanics of materials of interfaces and evolving microstructure.
Introduction by the Organisers
The workshop Mechanics of Materials: Mechanics of Interfaces and Evolving Microstructure attracted about 50 participants with broad geographic representation from Europe and the United States. This workshop was a well balanced blend of researchers with backgrounds in mathematics, mechanics and materials science.
The organizers successfully recruited a significant number of younger representatives of the mentioned research communities.
One of the most pressing current trends in materials discovery, design and development involves the intersection of applied mathematics and computational/data sciences with mechanics of materials and computational materials science to enhance understanding and to produce improved next generation computational methods and materials modelling tools. This places increased emphasis on the predictive nature of computational mechanics pertaining to realistic material nanostructures and microstructures. Material complexity is high -today's leading materials are hierarchical, having characteristics of structure at multiple length scales to satisfy a complex set of performance requirements and constraints. This is true for materials in electronic devices, in automotive and aerospace applications, multilayers for electronics and MEMS applications, interfaces for catalysis and chemical separations, and numerous application domains.
This state of affairs motivated the central theme of this workshop, namely to explore new and emerging mathematical approaches to describe interface properties and to quantify evolving microstructures. Owing to the mutual dependence of properties on various scales, improved methods (both physically and mathematically based) must be developed to describe correctly equilibrium and nonequilibrium microstructure evolution at multiple length scales and time scales. There are serious unresolved physical and mathematical issues in applying phase field theory to realistic microstructures, up-scaling atomistic simulations to relevant time and length scales, how to address the complexity of potential energy landscapes that govern interface structure and microstructure rearrangements in materials undergoing deformation, damage, and phase/structure transitions, mathematical methods to manage complexity of many body structure and defect fields in real materials (big data and inverse modelling/data analytics), and mathematical approaches to representing grain boundary and phase interfaces in materials with an eye towards field theories that facilitate up-scaling.
Based on the above outline of current and highly relevant topics and the experience gained in organizing preceding workshops on mechanics of materials, the following main topics were suggested:
• Phase field modeling and relations to realistic microstructures at multiple scales, as well as other approaches to similar field equations.
• Coarse graining atomistic simulations to longer length and time scales to support materials development.
• Mathematical methods for convergence in homogenization of materials with microstructure (e.g., Γ-convergence).
• Thermodynamics and kinetics of evolving microstructure, including novel mathematical approaches to explore complex energy landscapes of interfaces and heterostructures.
• Methods for reducing the order of continuum descriptions and mathematical techniques and data sciences approaches to address the "big data"
aspect of complex hierarchy of material structure and its relation to properties.
• Mathematical representation of evolving interfaces to facilitate field theory approaches that bridge with atomistic and continuum levels of treatment. The sequence and duration of the sessions were defined on Monday morning. They were moderated by session chairs and each consisted of 1-2 overview lectures (30-40 minutes each, including discussion), along with several short "thought piece" contributions (2-3 presentations, each 15 minutes). Ample time was devoted to discussion, both during and following presentations. The format of sessions (subject to hard stops for lunch and dinner), including coffee breaks, gave the flexibility to maximize productive discussion. Reports from the session chairs were summarized and discussed extensively on Friday.
The organizers regard this particular workshop as among the most successful in the topical area of Mechanics of Materials in recent memory, for several reasons. First, a number of young participants were involved and highly active in presentations and discussions, representing the next generation of blending applied mathematics with mechanics of materials. Second, the discussions were detailed and animated from the outset, with many useful points and counterpoints discussed. We believe that this workshop has launched many potentially fruitful couplings of researchers in Europe and the USA, and has defined some specific target areas as goals for mathematics, including extended methods that can consider convergence characteristic of homogenization methods for evolving microstructure, include viscoplastic, dissipative cases, extreme value properties/responses in addition to mean responses, methods for constrained optimization of nonconvex energy potentials with relevance to shear banding and formation of laminate microstructures, and enhancement of mathematical approaches for modelling the role interfaces. 
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